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Abstract

After many years of operation the client/server-
architecture of the EPICS-based control system at the syn-
chrotron light source DELTA [1, 2] has been modernized.
Due to successive augmentation with additional comput-
ers for dedicated tasks, the previous topology grew in
the course of time. As a result, the maintenance effort
increased while the efficiency of the processor load de-
creased. Here, the introduction of virtualization methods
offers a way out. After comparison studies, two differ-
ent implementations of virtualization technology concepts
were put into action, Xen [3] and KVM [4]. Pros and
cons of the various virtualization solutions are discussed
and first experiences with the introduction into an already
running EPICS-based control system [5] are summarized
in this article as well.

INTRODUCTION

In computer science virtualization is a framework of di-
viding the resources of a computer into multiple execution
environments by applying one or more concepts or tech-
nologies such as hardware and software partitioning, time-
sharing, partial or complete machine simulation and many
others. Virtualization technologies (VTs) are in use since
many years for several usage scenarios. The list of reasons
for and benefits of virtualization is rather long [6]. The
main motivations for the implementation of VT at DELTA
are:

∙ Server consolidation: VT allows to move multiple
separated servers onto a single physical host with per-
formance and fault isolation provided inside the vir-
tual machine (VM) boundaries. Hence, the number of
physical machines can be reduced and the workload
of several under-utilized processors can be optimized.

∙ Legacy systems support: VT enables legacy applica-
tions and operating systems to run on newest hardware
without major upgrades.

∙ Test and development agility: VT offers the possibil-
ity to run multiple OSes simultaneously on the same
hardware and provides a secure, isolated ’sandbox’ for
running untrusted applications. In this way it serves as
a development and test environment.
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∙ Network simulation: Virtualization can also be used to
simulate complex networks of independent real and/or
virtual computers (Vnets).

Thus, we account VT as an ideal basis to consolidate and
modernize the DELTA client/server network.

CLIENT CONSOLIDATION

Over time the number of client PCs with various versions
of operation systems increased considerably. This resulted
in a large number of differing Linux kernels with diverse
root file systems and window manager releases. Therefore,
problems concerning software incompatibilities turned up
and consequently the effort of maintenance grew notice-
ably. For that reason we exchanged all client PCs and im-
plemented a new client boot concept.

Figure 1: Sequence of the client boot process.

Now, all novel clients are equipped with PXE-able
(Preboot eXecution Environment) network interface cards
(NICs) and can boot their OS from a central server provid-
ing a common Linux kernel and the associated root file sys-
tem (rfs) (see Fig. 1). All client MAC-addresses and corre-
sponding IP-numbers are stored in a MySQL database. The
DHCP-server receives the latest MAC-IP-name-mapping
from the database by performing an update script manu-
ally or via a cronjob (1). Then, at client boot time, the
pxe-boot-manager connects to the DHCP-server (2) which
allows booting the Linux boot loader by uploading the file
’pxelinux’ using the trivial file transfer protocol (TFTP)(3).
Afterwards the kernel can be loaded and common directo-
ries are mountable via NFS (4).

Up to now, three releases of common kernels with the
related rfs are selectable at boot time (production system
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32bit, development system 32bit and 64bit). Client de-
pendent log files and special hardware issues (e.g. Xcon-
fig) are stored in client-specific directories on the central
server, too. All other common files, like home-directories,
EPICS data, KDE configurations or GUI-applications are
mounted via NFS. Since all control system applications
(e.g. Tk/Tcl- and GUI-scripts, MatLab) are running locally
on the client’s CPU and RAM, the processor load is well
distributed and the central server is not overloaded. Suffi-
cient data transfer bandwidth is supplied by a Gbit/s net-
work. Thus the look, feel and behavior of all clients as well
as their specific configurations are managed from one cen-
tral location. This standardization has simplified the client
maintenance substantially.

SERVER CONSOLIDATION

As for the clients a similar situation emerged for the
servers. In the course of time the demand for additional
software services increased continuously. In parts, this
need could only be satisfied by the integration of addi-
tional computers which in return produced additional main-
tenance effort. After many years of continuous operation
the probability of age-related server-failures has increased
and it was necessary to replace main parts of the hardware.
Limited place in the conditioning server cabinet gave fur-
ther reason for a server consolidation and forced us to look
for alternative solutions.

Here, VT offers a way out to reduce the number of phys-
ical machines, to optimize the hardware exploitation of the
servers and as a sideline affords plenty of other advantages.
(e.g. issues like: portability, live host/guest migration, scal-
ability, backup and disaster recovery, snapshots).

Virtualization Technologies

In computer science the term virtualization refers to the
abstraction of computer resources and is strongly corre-
lated to the term virtual machine (VM). A VM is a software
implementation of a computer that executes programs like
a real machine. It hides the physical characteristics of a
computing hardware from users, instead showing another
abstract computing platform. The software layer provid-
ing the virtualization is called a virtual machine monitor
(VMM) or hypervisor. A hypervisor sits on top of the host
system, handling tasks such scheduling and memory man-
agement for the guests. It can run on bare hardware (native
VM) or on top of an operating system (hosted VM)1.

In recent years numerous systems with different virtual-
ization concepts have been designed which covers a broad
spectrum of applications. A well compiled comparison of
the features as well as the pros and cons of the different VT
methodologies can be found in [7].

The following concepts emerged as the most promising
techniques:

1http://www.wikipedia.org/

Full virtualization: The virtual machine simulates
enough hardware to allow an unmodified guest OS to be
run in isolation. Typical examples are Parallels Worksta-
tion/Desktop for Mac2, VirtualBox3, Virtual PC4, VMware
Workstation/Server (formerly GSX Server)5, QEMU6 or
Bochs7. This approach leaves the guest and host system un-
touched, but for the price of markedly lower performance
due to the emulation layer.

Paravirtualization: The virtual machine does not nec-
essarily simulate hardware, but instead or in addition offers
a special API that can only be used by modified guest OS,
e.g. Xen [3].

Hardware-assisted virtualization: The hardware pro-
vides architectural support (e.g. AMD-V and Intel VT) that
facilitates building a virtual machine monitor and allows
guest OSes to be run in isolation. Examples are: KVM
(Kernel-based Virtualization Monitor [4] and Xen-HVM8).

Pros and Cons

The approach of paravirtualization like a Xen system has
multiple layers, the lowest and most privileged of which
is Xen itself. Xen can host multiple quest OSes, each of
which is executed within a secure VM, in Xen terminol-
ogy, a domain (DomU). Doms are scheduled by Xen to
make effective use of the available physical CPUs. Each
guest OS manages its own applications. The first domain,
Dom0, is created automatically when the system boots and
has special management privileges and performs admin-
istrative tasks. Dom0 builds other domains and manages
their virtual devices (see Fig. 2). This concept offers good

Figure 2: Basic concept of paravirtualization.

performance but suffers from the drawback that guest and
host OS have to be modified for every kernel release.

Hardware-assisted virtualization like KVM merges the
hypervisor with the Linux kernel, thus reducing redun-
dancy and speed up execution times. A KVM driver com-
municates with the kernel and acts as an interface for a user

2http://www.parallels.com/de/
3http://www.virtualbox.org
4http://www.microsoft.com/windows/virtual-pc
5http://www.VMware.com
6http://www.qemu.org
7http://bochs.sourceforge.net
8http://www.xen.org
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space virtual machine. Scheduling of processes and mem-
ory management is handled through the kernel itself. A
small kernel module (kvm.ko) introduces the guest mode,
set up page tables for the guest and emulates certain key
instructions. Current versions of KVM come with a mod-
ified version of the QEMU emulator, which manages de-
vice I/O and operates as a virtual home for the guest sys-
tem (see Fig. 3). A unmodified guest system runs within
QEMU, and QEMU runs as an ordinary process in user
space, strictly separated from the kernel space (see Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Scheme of Kernel-Based Virtualization (KVM).

As this concept is a variant of full virtualization, it does
not need OS modification but on the other hand, it requires
recent VT compatible hardware and is limited to x86 hosts,
so far. Furthermore, except for CPU instructions and mem-
ory management, some hardware must be simulated which
reduces the I/O performance in such cases.

Decision Criteria for DELTA

Up to now, the DELTA control system operates 32-bit
programs exclusively, all running on Linux based OSes. A
step by step migration to 64-bit applications is strongly as-
pired. Therefore, VT at DELTA has to support both bit ar-
chitectures in the guest and in host OS, respectively. Since
the newly installed servers are equipped with recent VT-
compatible CPU-types and much memory, it is reasonable
that VT exploits CPUs with a x86-32/64 architecture (Intel-
VT/AMD-V) including SMP (symmetric multiprocessing)
support. Furthermore, a good guest to host speed ration es-
pecially for network traffic and block device I/O throughput
as well as high long-term stability is also a matter of concern.
In addition, because of economical reasons, we aim for an
well maintained open source solution.

This wish list lead us to the setup of two Xen- and
one KVM-based servers. All servers (KVM and Xen) are

running a stable release of the Debian Linux distribution
(’Lenny’9) based on kernel version 2.6.26-2 in combination
with Xen version 3.2.1. We implemented one 32-bit Dom0-
server hosting three 32-bit VMs (DomUs: web-, email-,
svn-server) and one 64-bit Dom0-server hosting four 32-
bit VMs (DomUs: soft-ioc, service-master, ioc-share, vpn-
server).

The KVM-based 64-bit host serves, among other system
services like NTP and NFS, also as a server for the MySQL
database and MatLab. Additionally, it is the boot server for
all Linux client PCs and the VME-IOCs. Several virtual
guest systems (Windows, Knoppix, Ubuntu) are stored as
iso-image files on the host and can be launched via pre-
pared start up scripts. In that way the KVM-based server
was also an ideal test bed for our novel client boot concept.

First Experience

The stability of the VT-system depends strongly on a
properly patched Linux kernel version for the Dom0 and
DomUs, respectively, in combination with a well adopted
Xen version10. Since the introduction of VT at DELTA was
done in a very pragmatic manner, intensive performance
and stability test were not carried out, yet. Instead, basic
’ping flood test’ (test for lost packets) and long term moni-
toring with tools like Munin11 showed no substantial limi-
tation in I/O performance. We observed nearly native net-
work transfer rates in the DomUs compared to the Dom0.
No crashes in the virtual guest and hosts OSes have been
observed over many weeks of continuous operation. The
stable Debian release 5.0 (’Lenny’) in cooperation with
Xen 3.2.1 seemed to be a good choice. Nevertheless, ker-
nel forward patches allow an upgrade to Xen 3.4.1 which
offers some interesting new features (e.g. improved sup-
port of USB-devices and power management). Concerning
our KVM-based server which is in the test phase, we have
to gain further experience with this rather new technology.
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